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INTRODUCTION – THE WHAT, WHY, WHEN
AND HOW OF AML

What is money laundering?
•

The concealment of the origins of illegally obtained money / assets

•

In practice, the process by which the proceeds of criminal conduct are dealt
with in a way to disguise their criminal origins

•

Criminal offences can be;
– Overt, intentional dealings with the proceeds of crime; or
– Conduct that arises as a result of legitimate businesses coming into
contact with the “proceeds of crime”
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What are the “proceeds of crime” and “criminal
conduct ?
•

Proceeds of crime:
– Any benefit (financial or otherwise) from criminal conduct
– Offender must know or suspect the benefit came from criminal
conduct
– No minimum amount

•

“Criminal conduct” – any form of criminality, not necessarily organised
crime, drug dealing or fraud

Why are AML actions important?
•

Doing the right thing – money laundering has very serious consequences

•

Criminal offence to engage in money laundering or to fail to report it
– Criminal prosecutions
– Fines for organisations and directors, managers and officers
– Imprisonment of Directors and senior management:
• Maximum sentence – 14 years’ imprisonment

•

Failure to comply would put you in breach of the mandatory standards set
out in the RICS Professional Statement
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When is the Company required to take AML
action?
•

Money laundering regulations apply to;
– “Relevant persons” listed in the legislation: includes estate agents,
lawyers, accountants, financial institutions etc
– Organisations assisting legal professionals or otherwise acting for a
client in a property transaction
– Acting in the course of business carried on by them in the UK

How do the ML Regulations impact you?
•

Everyone must be aware of and comply with money laundering obligations
under 2017 Regulations

•

Carry out customer /client due diligence (CDD) and, in certain cases,
enhanced CDD

•

Report concerns to the Company’s Money Laundering Reporting Officer
(“MLRO”)
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LEGISLATION

AML – legislation and impact
•

The Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (“the 2017 Regulations”)

•

The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (“POCA”)

•

The Terrorism Act 2000
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What does the legislation say?
Creates primary and secondary money laundering offences
•

primary :
– Concealing, disguising, converting, transferring the proceeds of crime or
removing the proceeds of crime from the UK – “concealing offence”
– Entering into or becoming concerned in an arrangement which you
know or suspect facilitates the acquisition, retention, use or control of
the proceeds of crime – “aiding and abetting”
– Acquiring, using or possessing the proceeds of crime – “handling
stolen goods”

Primary offence – example
•

Accepting monies which you know /suspect are the proceeds of crime

•

In 2012, HSBC staff were found to have accepted laundered money from
Mexican drug dealers
– Cleared and failed to report suspicious travellers' cheques worth billions
of pounds and dollars
– Allowed Mexican drug dealers to buy planes with money laundered
through Cayman Islands accounts
– “Aiding and abetting” offence
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Primary offence – example
•

Both the US and the UK authorities investigated matters

•

Report detailed a “collapse in HSBC's compliance standards”
– Understaffed its AML compliance function
– Failed to implement AML programme capable of adequately monitoring
suspicious transactions and activities

•

HSBC accepted the failings and apologised

•

The matter was reported widely in the press – damage to reputation

•

US Department of Justice fined HSBC $1.256 billion

AML – secondary offences
POCA also creates various secondary money laundering offences:
– Failing to disclose a knowledge or suspicion of money laundering by
another person – “failure to disclose offence”
– Doing anything that might prejudice an ongoing investigation into
money laundering – “tipping off offence”
– Interfering with material that is likely to be relevant to a money
laundering investigation – “prejudicing an investigation offence”
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Secondary offences
Secondary money laundering offences are serious too:
– “Failure to disclose” and “prejudicing an investigation” offences – up to
5 years’ imprisonment
– “Tipping off offence” – up to 2 years’ imprisonment
•

Compliance:
– Report any information giving rise to knowledge or suspicion to the
Firm’s MLRO
– Keep the fact of the disclosure confidential – do NOT tell the client

Secondary offence - example
•
•

•

•
•

UK regulatory investigation into the Bank of Ireland
Bank provided a bank drafts facility
– Between 1998 and 2002 a customer deposited £2 million at the Bank
– Bank’s Glasgow branch issued 40 bank drafts for that cash
– The customer was allowed to cash in £200,000 of the drafts before any
diligence checks were carried out
The investigation concluded that the transactions did not constitute normal
business activity and that the Bank had failed to carry out the necessary
checks
“Failing to disclose” offence
The Bank was fined £375,000
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RICS professional statement

RICS professional standards and
guidance, global
Countering bribery and
corruption, money laundering
and terrorist financing
1st edition, February 2019

RICS Professional Standards and Guidance
•

RICS regulated professionals and firms should be aware of RICS
Professional Statement - effective from 1 September 2019

•

Sets out the requirement of practice for RICS members and firms regulated
by the RICS

•

To a large extent mirrors the relevant legislative requirements

•

It is a professional standard for the purposes of the RICS Rules of Conduct

•

The Professional Statement is divided into 3 parts:
– Mandatory requirements
– Guidance
– Supplementary Guidance
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•

Mandatory Requirements- RICS Regulated Firms must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Mandatory Requirements - RICS Regulated Firms must :
•
•
•

•

Not facilitate or be complicit in money laundering or terrorist
financing activities
Have systems and training in place
Report any suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing
activities to the relevant authorities
Evaluate and review periodically the risks prospective and
existing business relationships present
Ensure responses to risks are appropriate, including conducting
checks on clients and customers
Use reliance only where there is an appropriate level of
confidence in the quality of the information provided by a third
party.

Take appropriate measures to understand the client and the
purpose of the transaction.
Verify the identity of the client by undertaking basic identity
checks
Record and retain information detailing how the firm has met the
requirements of the Professional Statement

RICS Members must:
• Not facilitate or be complicit in money laundering or terrorist
financing activities
• Report any suspicions of money laundering or terrorist activities
to the relevant authorities
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•

Guidance- RICS Regulated firms should:
•

Have a written policy addressing money laundering and terrorist
financing risks that covers:
•
•
•
•

•

High risk situations where enhanced due diligence is
required, understanding the source of funds in a transaction
Identifying Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) and Persons
of Significant Control (PSCs) and any potential breaches
The process to be followed for customer due diligence
The situations when simplified due diligence,
standard/ordinary due diligence, or enhanced due diligence
will be appropriate

Guidance- RICS Regulated firms should:
•
•
•
•
•

Have appropriate governance and systems controls in place
Provide appropriate, recurring training for staff
Keep reports of suspicion of money laundering and terrorist
financial activity confidential
Identify the beneficial owner of a comply/client involved within a
transaction
Appoint a senior person to be responsible for ensuring antimoney laundering and counter-terrorist financing policies are in
place and complied with
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•

Guidance- RICS Regulated members should:
•
•
•
•

•

Keep abreast of current training/regulation offered by their
employer or regulator
Comply with their employer’s policy and processes relating to
money laundering and terrorist financing
Keep reports of suspicion of money laundering and terrorist
activity confidential
If in a senior management position, take a leadership role in
ensuring your employer has an appropriate regime in place for
addressing money laundering and terrorist financing risks.

Supplementary Guidance:
•
•
•

Know who you are doing business with- know your client
Do your due diligence
Consider why you are being asked to do something

•

Establish before taking on a new client or transaction
• Who the client is
• Who the beneficial owner of the client is
• Take a risk based approach to your customer due diligence
Where transactions include other professionals, they may also
be targets for money laundering

•

•

Ultimate responsibility for risk assessment of the client and
resultant actions taken by the firm can NEVER be outsourced
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•

Supplementary Guidance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Do not ignore “Red Flags”
Document your approach to money laundering and terrorist
financing
Review policies on at least an annual basis
Do not report concerns that can lead to “tipping off”
Reports should be made discreetly to a small audience
Money Laundering suspicions should be reported to the
nominated officer or person appointed internally as responsible,
who can advise the individuals on next steps.

Enhanced and Simplified due Diligence- each firm should set up and
apply their approach to Customer Due Diligence (“CDD”):
•

CDD involves collecting evidence to verify:
• The identity of the transacting party
• Verify the identification is valid
• Carry out such additional checks as are necessary,
according to the risks involved

• It is for each firm to set up and consistently apply its approach to
CDD.
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•

Simplified Due Diligence (“SDD”) applies where full CDD is not
needed
• low risk of money laundering, applying basic verification.
• Firms policy to set out when this applies
• Evidence of client’s status may suffice- check company
register; status of company; listing on the stock exchange
• In UK, SDD now no longer an automatic option and firms
always need to be alive to red flags indicating money
laundering risks are elevated and deeper due diligence is
required

•

Enhanced Due Diligence (“EDD”) is applied in situations where
more checking and monitoring is needed to complete the client
profile

•

Source of funds checks – these need to be completed.

•

Understand how the transaction is being funded - consider
whether the size and commercial sense of a deal matches the
funding information obtained

•

Checks of bank statements, trust deeds, evidence of bonus
payments etc should be undertaken if warranted

•

Refresh CDD on existing clients from time to time (every 3 years
may be appropriate). Firms should have a policy on this.

•

Best practice - gather up to date identification documentation at
the commencement of each new transaction or at frequent
intervals
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•

Consider appointing a compliance and ethics champion
• Responsible for an overview of those responsible for CDD
and ethics in the firm
• Helps promote good practice
• Manages internal investigations

• Consider putting in place a Code of Behaviour- sets out what is
expected by those acting for the firm
• Not necessary for firms of less than 25 people
• Larger firms to decide for themselves if required – can be
worthwhile

•

Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher risk – hold positions of influence
Put in place a policy to detect PEPs on a risk basis
If a client or potential customer is a PEP, this should be a
trigger for EDD
Deeper assessment of transaction type
Decisions need to be well documented
Senior managers to be involved in deciding whether to
proceed with a transaction involving a PEP as a party, or if
they are providing third party funding
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•

Beneficial Owners
• The Person who ultimately owns or controls a legally
defined minimum percentage of shares or voting rights in an
entity.
• Can be detected by asking for recent Certificate of
Incorporation or Annual return
• Have a policy to detect beneficial owners
• Adopt an EDD approach
• Decisions should be documented

•

Whistleblowing
•

Consider having a policy dealing with whistleblowing –
documenting when and how employees should report
concerns and how reports should be treated

•

Not mandatory- should be seriously considered
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RICS red flags - explanations required!
•

About the client – secretive or evasive ?

•

Other parties involved – high risk location – criminal connections?

•

The source of funds – unexplained third parties – foreign accounts?

•

Transactions with unusual features - why does the client want to do this?

•

Unusual instructions for your firm – outside normal business – location
not logical for the transaction ?
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RICS red flags – examples
•

Clients secretive or evasive about who they are, their source of funds, the
reason for the transaction, or what the big picture is

•

Using an intermediary, or not appearing to be directing the
transaction/avoiding personal contact

•

Having “unusually high level of knowledge about money laundering
processes”

•

Being a PEP in UK or abroad, or in a country subject to sanctions

RICS red flags – examples
•

If the transaction has unusual features such as:
–
–
–
–
–

Excessively high value given to assets/securities
Potentially loss making deal
Unnecessarily complicated structures/steps in transaction
Repetitive instructions with back to back transactions
Transaction unusual for the client, type of business or age of the
business
– Changes to legal advisers or parties or financial arrangements
– Unexplained connections with and movement of monies between other
jurisdictions
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REPORTING TO THE MLRO

Reporting to the MLRO
•

Money Laundering Reporting Officer (MLRO) considers internal reports
of suspicious activity

•

MLRO may report matters to the relevant regulatory authority – the
National Crime Agency (“NCA”) – and may seek permission to continue

•

When making an internal suspicion report, provide as much info as possible
on:
– The individual(s) involved
– The monies or property involved and its whereabouts
– The nature of the activities giving rise to concern
– Key dates, including whether the activity is ongoing and permission is
needed to continue
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After making an internal suspicion report;
•

Cooperate fully with your MLRO

•

Do not make any further direct enquiries into the matter

•

Do not, at any time, tell the individuals(s) suspected of money laundering
(or any other party) about the fact a report has been made or its content
– Risk if you do: you’ve committed the offence of “tipping off”

•

Do not refer to the report/suspicions in your client file

Reporting to the NCA
MLRO must decide whether to report to NCA based on the information:
•

Is there evidence of money laundering taking place?

•

Are there reasonable grounds to know or suspect that is the case?

•

Is the identity of the money launderer involved known?

If the answers to all three questions are “yes”, the MLRO must make a report
to the NCA
•

Consider also whether NCA consent is required to proceed with the
transaction: ending the transaction may be “tipping off” offence
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Reasonable grounds
Reasonable grounds to know / suspect money laundering
•

Risk based approach considering:
– The purpose of the customer relationship
– The level of the deposit
– The size of the overall transaction
– The regularity of the business relationship
– The duration of the business relationship

•

CDD should identify any issues at the outset

•

If in doubt, take advice

NCA investigation
•

NCA receive and review report

•

If they want to investigate - cooperate with them

•

Contact legal team to support you through the investigation

•

NCA may report matters to Police Scotland or Crown Office and Procurator
Fiscal Service for investigation or prosecution
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AML: NEXT STEPS

Next Steps…..
•

Familiarise yourselves with the RICS Professional Statement

•

Any queries, contact the RICS: regulation@rics.org

•

Further training: http://academy.rics.org/e-learning/countering-bribery-andcorruption-money-laundering-and-terrorist-financing
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ANY QUESTIONS?

Contacts

Louise Shiels
PARTNER
+44(0)131 656 3723
joyce.cullen@brodies.com
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